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Many Milestones to Celebrate at Lown! 
 It’s hard to believe a year has gone by since we moved into our 

beautiful new office! In this newsletter, we will celebrate our one-year 

anniversary as well as a few other milestones we are looking forward to in 

2017. Last October, with the unwavering support of Rob and Karen Hale, we 

moved into the Bob & Judy Hale Heart Center dedicated in honor of Rob’s 

parents.  Here in our spacious new office, we have been energized to further 

our mission of clinical practice, teaching, and research with renewed 

enthusiasm. 

This October, we dedicated the Thomas B. Graboys Teaching and 

Learning Center in an intimate ceremony attended by his family and friends. 

We await many future opportunities to further Dr. Graboys’ legacy as a 

Master Clinician and peerless bedside teacher through conferences, 

workshops, and lectures.  In this issue, we have reprinted a timeless article 

from the Graboys Heart Letter on travelling safely with a heart condition. 

Another cause for celebration this year is Helene Glaser’s 40th 

anniversary at the Lown Group. Helene, our Head Nurse (and so much more!), 

was recruited by Dr. Graboys from her position in the Boston City Hospital 

Intensive Care Unit.  We celebrate Helene’s indelible mark on the Lown 

Group later in this issue. With your next visit here, we hope you will join us in 

thanking Helene for everything she has done to make us what we are, and in 

urging her to stay another 40 years! 

With best wishes to all of our patients for a healthy, happy, and safe 

holiday season,  

The physicians and staff of the Lown Cardiovascular Group 
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By Dr. Thomas B. Graboys  

Adapted from the October 1994 edition of the Graboys Heart Letter 

 

For many heart patients, travel can be perfectly 

comfortable and safe if you take some simple precautions. 

I have ten suggestions I give to every one of my patients 

who ask me what they should do when they travel.  

 

1. Allow ample time to arrive at the airport.  
It’s important not to feel pressured or rushed on your way 

to the airport (or train terminal or ship dock). Many heart 

problems ─ particularly chest pain (angina) are connected 

to your pace. If you feel “time-urgent” and are afraid 

you’re going to miss your connection, you are much more 

likely to experience chest discomfort. 

 

2. Reserve an aisle seat, and take a walk. 
There isn’t much room in a plane for a long walk, but any 

walking around you do will be beneficial. Try to do it 

every hour or so in a plane or train. If you’re in a car stop 

and stretch your legs every hours or so.  

 

3. Avoid blood clots. 
Always stay hydrated and keep moving. Ask your doctor 

whether you should take special precautions to avoid blood 

clots while on a long trip, such as compression stockings or 

additional blood thinning medication. 

 

4. Be vigilant about salt intake. 
It’s easy to underestimate the amount of salt you’re taking 

in when all of your meals are coming from prepared foods 

and restaurant meals ─ both of which usually have large 

quantities of salt. Avoid toppings, gravy, or salad 

dressings, all of which are usually very high in salt.  

 

5. Take as little carry-on luggage as possible. 
Lugging around heavy carry-on luggage is usually 

unnecessary, and it always causes annoyance and stress. 

Try to get by with a small bag ─ large enough for your 

medications, for example. 

 

6. Adjust your medication schedule if necessary. 
My patients often find it difficult to maintain medication 

schedules when traveling. I tell them not to worry. If you 

forget to take your medication on time, simply take it 

when you remember, unless it’s within two hours of 

your next scheduled dose. In that case, you may wish to 

wait to take your medication until the next scheduled 

time. 

  

7. Take an extra supply of medications. 
Take a complete set of medications with you in a carry-

on bag and have an extra supply available in the 

suitcase which you check. You do not want to be 

without your medications if anything is lost or stolen. 

 

8. Take a complete list of medications (and an 
ECG). 
Be sure to have a complete list of medications with you, 

and if your electrocardiogram (ECG) is abnormal or 

“different” in any way, it’s a very good idea to have a 

copy of your ECG with you at all times. A convenient 

way to do this is to snap a photo on your phone before 

you leave.  

 

9. Allow time for altitude adjustment and stay 
hydrated. 
If you’re traveling to places like Denver or the Mexico 

City area that are at high altitudes (over 5,000 feet), 

then give yourself an extra day to rest to allow your 

body to catch up.  

Drink lots of extra fluid ─ at least five to seven glasses 

of water or juice a day. (Drinks with alcohol and 

caffeine don’t count toward hydration and actually 

counteract it because they are diuretics). Even if you 

aren’t at high altitude, it’s important to drink enough 

fluids to remain well hydrated.  

 

10. Carry the name of your physician. 
It’s important to have your physician’s name and 

number with you at all times. You should also have his 

or her fax number. In the unlikely event that problems 

should arise, this could save a lot of time. 

If you are well prepared, you should have less worry 

and stress when you travel. If you have less stress, you 

are less likely to have problems and more likely to have 

a good time on your trip.  

 

-TBG 
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Congratulations Helene– 40 Years with the Lown Group! 

Throughout the Lown Group’s rich history, many individuals have worked to make the 

practice what it is today. However, one individual has never wavered in her efforts to uphold the  

group’s standard of excellence in clinical care. Please join us in celebrating our head nurse,  

Helene Glaser, on four decades of unparalleled dedication to the Lown Group. 

You might not guess it now, but Helene’s initial interest in nursing didn’t stem from  

intellectual curiosity or a desire to help the sick - she simply liked the uniforms. When she started  

her training in 1963, she chose to attend Boston City Hospital not for its prestige, but because the      

nurses’ aprons it required were the best in town! Over time, of course, not only have the uniforms  

evolved, but so too has Helene’s passion and love for the field of nursing.  

During the course of her training Helene worked nights in labor and delivery to pay her 

way through school, and she initially planned to become a labor and delivery nurse following  

graduation. However, her plans changed in her final month of school when she met Dr. Polansky,  

the Chief of Cardiology at Boston City Hospital. Dr. Polansky became a mentor to Helene and  

ultimately served as her inspiration to become a cardiac nurse. Together, the pair opened the first  

Intensive Care Unit at Boston City Hospital, where Helene worked and trained until 1976. 

While at Boston City Hospital, Helene met the young Dr. Thomas Graboys, who was rotating as a new intern in the ICU. 

The two become close friends, and it was Dr. Graboys who called Helene a few years later to recruit her to a brand new 

cardiology practice – The Lown Group. Helene vividly remembers her initial interview with Dr. Lown and Dr. Graboys, both of 

whom expressed concern that she might find herself bored at the Lown Group due to her ICU background. However, quite the 

opposite became the reality; in her 40 years with the Lown Group, Helene can confidently say she has not been bored for a 

minute!  

When thinking back on her career, Helene points to the incredible physicians, patients, and staff she has worked with as 

her biggest source of motivation continuing to drive her passion for nursing. In return, the Lown Doctors look to Helene as a 

rock. “When I first joined the Group three years ago,” remembers Dr. Dara Lee Lewis, “it was immediately clear to me who was 

in charge around here – Helene! She is the brain, the heart, and the soul of this place.” If not already evident, Helene’s thoughtful 

     and selfless spirit radiates far beyond the walls of our office. A longtime patient, Mrs. 

     Joy Samuels, shared these words: “Helene is an exceptional angel. Sometimes you  

     meet people in life, especially when you’re sick, that are so caring, so sincere, so  

     compassionate. She’s the best there is, you feel so open when you talk to her - she’s  

     everything you could want in a head nurse. The Lown Group would not be what it is  

     today without Helene. I can’t say enough good things about her!” Though Helene has 

     been known to offer a sound recommendation for any situation, there is one piece of  

     advice she finds universally applicable to all patients. “Success and good health lie in 

     one’s ability to remain positive. If people can be positive and not dwell on their issues 

     they will always end up better off.”      

  

 

We feel incredibly fortunate to have had the privilege of working with Helene on a daily basis. Often known as the 

“Queen of Organization,” Helene’s keen attention to detail has been key in ensuring our practice runs smoothly. “She is 

constantly thinking not just about her patients, but about her colleagues as well,” says Dr. Brian Bilchik. “She has never missed a 

staff birthday. And I dread April Fools’ Day– Helene is famous for her pranks.” When she is not at the Lown office tending to 

patients, triaging with doctors and overseeing the office staff, Helene loves riding her Harley Davidson motorcycle and spending 

time with her husband, daughter, and granddaughters.  

 

Helene and her good friend, Dr. Thomas Graboys in 
a 2004 photo 

Helene Glaser, Lown Group Head Nurse 



 

 

 

 

Dr. Thomas B. Graboys, a founding member of the Lown Group, will always be remembered as a Master Clinician. He 

was an unwavering advocate for his patients. He inspired healthy behaviors, “exorcised fears”, and taught generations of young 

doctors the art of patient care.             

 At a private ceremony naming the Graboys Teaching and Learning Center, Dr. Bilchik expressed these sentiments:   

“This is our tribute to a life and career tragically shortened and yet with so much accomplished.  In a letter to Dr. 

Lown 36 years ago (on the occasion of Dr. Lown’s 60th Birthday), Tom wrote: ‘The compelling reason for me to remain with 

the Lown Group is to practice a style, learn an approach, and share a philosophy of medicine,  that remains unique and 

treasured ... to be the ombudsman- the advocate for the patient, to diagnose the remedial problem rather than the incurable 

disease;  to search for answers to what really troubles patients by regarding their psychological needs as paramount;  to be 

sensitive to, and comprehend the reality, that taking care of people is a continuously humbling experience.’ Teaching and 

Learning Center - the acronym TLC is no mere coincidence. With the establishment of this Center for ongoing education, 

conferences, workshops, and lectures, we will carry on Tom’s legacy as a teacher of future generations of young doctors.” 

For those of you who wish to help us perpetuate Dr. Graboys’ legacy, we welcome your gifts in his name. Please keep an 

eye out for this year’s annual appeal letter, which will offer an option for an earmarked donation to the TLC, or visit our website 

www.lowngroup.org.  
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Lown Staff with the family of Dr. Graboys at the Teaching and Learning Center dedication. From L 
to R, Dr. Ravid, Dr. Blatt, Helene Glaser, Dr. Lee Lewis, daughter Sarah, Dr. Bilchik, daughter 

Penelope, and wife Vicki  

 


